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AtGSU 
Reduction in N.D.S.L. Loans 
by Suzanne Haig 
In the last week of February, students on 
National Direct Student Loans received 
letters from the Office of Financial Aid 
notifying them of a reduction in their Mar­
ch/ April loans and a cancellation of their 
May/June loans. This affects all 337 
students currently receiving NDSL loans 
at GSU. 
According to Herbert Robinson, Direc­
tor of Financial Aid, cuts vary with each 
student. In some cases students were able 
to be given additional work study time or 
SEOG graQt money to make up for the ND­
SL reduction. Every opportunity was 
made, he said, to find replacement 
monies. Undergraduate students were 
urged in the letter to apply for BEOG and 
other grants for the May I June period. 
Hardest hit were graduate students 
because they are eligible only for NDSL 
and work-study monies. ln their case grant 
money could not be substituted for the loan 
cuts. 
The reduction and termination of loans 
was caused by the absence of funds. Hall 
students currently on NDSL were funded 
through June, the total need  would be 
$86,000, according to Robinson. But only 
$46,000 is available at the present time. 
· This deficit, furthermore, cannot be 
made up tbrough additional money from 
HEW. For the present period, GSU will 
have to rely on money collected from the 
NDSL loans tha t students repay after 
graduation. 
But the money that would come back 
from students who graduate is not coming 
in. Some students that are scheduled to 
graduate are not graduating after all. 
Others, who graduated, cannot find jobs 
and therefore cannot pay back their loans. 
Robinson suggests that collection and 
billing need improvement. Job placement 
will also help to get students into jobs so 
they are able to pay back their loans. 
Meanwhile, however, the money is not 
coming back from the loans and the 
Federal government is not granting ad­
ditional money. 
In September the financial situation will 
depend upon what Congress does about 
President Carter's current recom­
mendations. Carter has proposed that no 
additional money be allocated for NDSL 
by HEW. This will mean that schools will 
only have the money they collect from 
previous loans to reloan. This is strongly 
Chicago street cleaning condition seen as .,lagging". See page 5 
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Financial aids situation looks "bleak" says aid Director. 
opposed by the National Association of 
Student Financial Aid Administrators and 
others. In the past similar proposals by 
both Nixon and Ford were defeated. 
However, even if Car\eJ''s recom­
mendation is accepted by Congress, he is 
also proposing increases in BEOG and 
SEOG grants as well as in work study 
programs. These may possibly make up 
for the cutbacks in NDSL loans. 
Unfortunately, however, the NDSL cuts 
are hurting GSU students now. Some will 
have to leave scbooJ·during the summer to 
work in order to return in the fall. Others 
wi� families may not be able to make it 
through this session with reduced loans. 
When asked if he expected cuts in other 
financial programs, Mr. Robinson stated 
that at this point he did not forsee any 
other shortages. 
For those leaving school, the job market 
looks bleak. Without jobs, people cannot 
pay back loans. Without that money, GSU 
cannot make new loans. Rather than cut­
ting back on these programs, Congress 
should allocate much more so that studen­
ts who want an education but cannot afford 
it will not be pemrlized. Education should 
be a right not a privilege. 
Asks Firms. to Stop 
Sponsoring Gsu ARCHives 
Violence on TV o-2 
"TV violence is a mental health problem 
and an environmental issue," said Dr. 
Richard E. Palmer. American Medical 
Assn. president, in a statement released 
Sunday. 
The AMA has asked 10 large cor­
porations to stop sponsoring television 
shows that contain large amounts of 
violenc�. 
Palmer said he sent letters to the 10 cor­
porations asking them to reconsider their 
advertising policies. One of them, Sears 
Roebuck Co., has said it has decided to 
stop buying commercials on violen\ prime 
time shows, he said. 
An AMA spokesman said Sunday that a 
recent survey showed that prime time 
violence was found mostly on police and 
detective shows such as Starsky and Hut­
ch, Baretta, Kojak and others. 
Besides Sears, the other companies con­
tacted were the Chevrolet Division of 
General Motors, American Home Produc­
ts (Whitehall Labs, Anacin), Eastman 
Kodak Co., Proctor & Gamble Co .. Burger 
King Corp., Pepsi <Frito-Lay products), 
General Foods Corp., Jos. Schlitz Brewing 
Co. and American Motors. 
Palmer said, "TV has been quick to 
raise questions of social responsibility 
with industries which pollute the air. In my 
opinion, television through its access to air 
waves may be creating a more serious 
problem than air pollution." 
He urged advertisers "to recognize the 
medical aspects of your advertising 
program and consider its impact on 
society . In mass communications, 
television is unparalleled in its potential 
for educating and teaching positive lessons 
and behavior to our young people. You are 
in a uniquely influential position in the 
commercial television enterprise to exer­
cise leadership in realizing that potential," 
he said in the letters. 
Palmer said he also wrote to the 10 com­
panies that sponsor programs conlaining 
the least amount of violence on prime time 
television. commending their policies. 
These are: Peter Paul Inc., Hallmark 
Cards, Texaco, Whirlpool Corp .• Pruden­
tial Insurance Co. of America, Squibb 
Corp .. <Jean Nate products >. Green Giant 
Co .. Keebler Co .• Kusan Corp. < Schaper 
Toys > and Carnation Co. < dog foods >. 
I 
All GSU Civil Service Personnel, Faculty and Unit Heads 1 
The Civil Service Affairs Subcommittee of the Humart Services Committee is 
holding Open Hearings on the proposed Civil Service Evaluation Procedures on 
March 18, 1m at 10: 00 - 10:00 a.m. and agian from 2:00 - 3:00 p.m. in the WEECC . 
The University Assembly stipulated that all affected personnel would be excused frm 
work, without loss of regular pay, to attend either the morning or the afternoon ses­
sion of the scheduled hearings. 
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Your Values vs. 
My Values by Cliff Cahoon 
Despite what we say about motherhood 
and apple pie, most of us do not regard 
motherhood as one of our important 
values. 
In a study conducted in Hawaii, Illinois 
and Utah, K.S. Sitaram who is now head of 
the communication department at Utah 
State University, found that only certain 
groups of Americans regard motherhood 
as a primary value. He defines primary 
value as one shared by two-thirds or' more 
of the people in a culture or community. 
Sitaram did his studies while on the 
faculty of University of Hawaii and Gover­
nors State. In these states, motherhood is a 
primary value to blacks, Orientals and 
white Utahns. 
"lt is too early to say conclusively, but it 
appears that Utahns of European ancestry 
regard motherhood as a primary value," 
says Sitaram. 
Patriotism, which Sitaram's study 
defined as believing in one's country right 
or wrong, was a secondary value among 
Orientals in Hawaii. This means it was 
shared by at least 50 per cent of the people 
"Patriotism, thus defined, is also a 
secondary value in Utah," says the resear­
cher. "In the rest of the U.S. it is not a 
value at all. "Patriotism probably exists in 
Orientals because of their ancestral 
background. They felt a responsibility to 
their society." 
The studies grew out of Sitaram's idea 
that cultural values affect communication 
more than anything. A native of India who 
has settled in the Unitet'l States and who is 
getting citizenship, he learned from ex-. 
perience that people from different 
cultures reacted differently to the same 
things and he set about trying to classify 
the values people hold. 
"Value gives rise to beliefs which give 
rise to expectations. Because of your 
values, you believe something and because 
of what you believe you expect things to 
happen a certain way and people to behave 
a certain way," Sitaram explains. 
"By studying the expectations, customs 
and behaviors that are visible, I have tried 
to define their values. These values affect 
everything we do as people, as families, as 
communities and as countries.�.· 
For the study, Sitaram classified people 
of European ancestry as western and 
everyone else as non-western. He used 
words to classify the values and found 
many values which were opposites in 
western and non-western cultures. 
"Western man is generally more 
aggressive," he says. "This manifests it­
self in many ways. For example it was a 
westerner who first decided to conquet Mt. 
Everest, not the people who lived around 
it. It is also a form of aggressiveness that 
makes westerners want to solve every 
other country's problems," says Sitaram. 
The primary value in the non-western 
world which is the opposite of 
aggressiveness is modesty, according to 
the researcher. This also takes many for� 
ms but Sitaram says at times it can appear 
stupid to the westerner. 
· "Often," he says, "a westerner will ad­
vance far�her than, say, an equally 
qualified Oriental because he is more in­
<:lined to talk about his accomplishments." 
Sitaram also found opposite values he 
calls individuality and responsibility. In­
dividuality is a western value derived 
from the ancient Greek and Roman 
eultur�. It is shown in freedom of ex­
pression and opinion and the desire for 
freedom of information. Its counterpart in 
the non-western culture is responsibility. 
"Non-westerners feel a responsibility to 
their family, their community and their 
country over the need for individuality," 
he explains. 
"ln Utah it appears that responsibility 
may be a secondary value and it isn't in 
the rest of the country. To me this is good 
for it means there is a feeling of mutual 
responsibility. A person feels responsible 
to his family and community and thinks 
that the family and community are, in 
turn, responsible to him. Responsibility 
and individuality should complement one 
another rather than being opposites but 
this is not the case. I think intense in­
dividuality is the cause of many problems. 
People should feel some responsibility to 
their families and society." 
The department head also found that 
frankness was a primary value to wester­
ners but not to non-westerners. He learned 
that non-westerners believe in a hierarchy 
in their society and a stratification of 
classes of people, whereas w.esterners 
believe in the equality of mankind. 
Feminin\ty in women <looking and ac­
ting like a woman) and masculinity in men 
<looking and behaving like a man> are 
primary values in non-western people but 
not with western. And westerners believe 
strongly in scientific investigation and ex­
perimentation. A kind of "you've got to 
prove it to me'' attitude. 
"But," adds Sitaram, "this does not h,old 
true for religious beliefs. Generally, 
valueS give rise to beliefs but religion is 
one belief that gives rise to values and this 
is true for all cultures." One other thing 
Uiat both cultures share is that money is a 
primary value," he notes. 
In comparing values of different 
cultures, Sitaran stresses that one value is 
not good and another bad. 
"Each of these values is important to a 
given culture," he says. "The point is that 
if we are to communicate as people and as 
countries in this world, we must learn to 
understand each other's values. The Com­
munists have been very good about lear­
ning the cultures of others before working 
with them. The U.S. too often tries to ac­:complish things with money but no un­
derstanding of the people's values. The 
successful international politicians, 
negotiators and businessmen are those 
who understand cultural values." 
Sitaram, who co-authored a book, Foun­
dations of Intercultural Communications, 
will conduct a workshop tbis summer at 
USU on intercultural communication for 
tea'chers and administrators. 
Accountability Sessions? 
You're taking a 
What Class? · 
A group of students at GSU have come 
up with an interesting idea of holding Ac­
countability Sessions once a week/bi­
weekly in a conference room or CCS 
lounge whereby students could voice 
opinions and get answers to such questions 
as: 
How much money is collected annually 
in student activity fees? 
Who controls student activity fees? 
Why not poll students as to what they 
want to be done with student funds? 
In view of the fact that most students do 
not have the time upon arrival at GSU to 
go on search and find missions for in­
formation which could take them to 5 or 6 
different offices, why aren't centrally 
located stations kept up to date on the total 
goings on of the university? 
Why aren't other campuses out of funds? 
Why aren't SAC minutes (a viable sour­
ce of information to all students> posted in 
each college after each fneeting? 
The Student Assistant Deans of each 
college, along with other informational 
sources, would be invited to give input and 
feedback on these issues. The GSU . 
population would thereby have an ongoing 
means of being directly in touch with it's 
representatives. 
If you, the population of GSU, feel these 
sessions would be of value please give us 
your opinion -pro or con. Also how often 
should these sessions take place, what 
time of day, and what day? 
Please drop a line or two to the editor of . 
the Innovator or, if possible, there will be a 
box marked Innovator by the entrance of 
GSU where you may drop your responses. 
.. ,JI ...
. 
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Student Newspaper Seeks Editor 
Would you like to be the Editor-in-Chief of .The In­
novator? 
Deadlines to apply for the position is April 1. You 
can apply at The Innovator's office, located in CCS. 
Applicants will meet with fhe Student Publications 
Media Board in early April and the Board will, then, 
pick an editor, 
Selection of the Editor for The Innovator is based 
on the following: 
1 The Editor must be a currently registered 
student in good academic standing. 
2. Tht! Editor must have or have had former ex­
perience with a newspaper-high school, com_munity 
college, university, journalism class or P,rofessional. 
3 .. The Editor must be familiar with the canons of 
responsible journalism-the avoidance of libel, un­
documented allegations, attack on personal integrity 
and the techniques of harrassment and innuendo. 
4. The Editor �ust "be familiar with the fun­
damentals of lay-out and staffing of a college paper. 
5. The Editor must be familiar with tfle basic news 
reporting procedures. 
6. The Editor must have a general knowledge of the 
orgizational structure of GSU. 
7. The Editor must show personal, interest and 
desire to volunteer services to The Innovator and to' 
the GSU community at large. 
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by: Matthew A. Koswenda 
Being the only BPS student in a CCS 
class full of teachers and nurses, I was 
scared you know whatless. At a post class 
diseussion of a creative dramatics class I 
thought about my first exposure to the 
"creative" process. 
�idding was rampant when fellow BP­
Sers first found out I took some CCS 
classes. Hello! Norman Lear-' Remem­
ber me when you get to Hollywood- Went 
to CCS to look for women, Matt? (not a bad 
idea>. Can I have your autograph? One 
friend said, "Only business or science 
courses count, the rest are bull-." 
It struck me during our post class 
discussion that people see but don't look, 
people hear but don't listen, people exist 
but don't live. <Note: I hear negative com­
ments about the Innovator by people who 
have never read it!!> 
I'm as bad as anyone else Jiving in my 
own castle, shutting people and new ideas 
out I doh't approve of. Maybe we all shut 
out ideas and people not acceptable to us. 
We are the products of what life has done 
to us: 
It's easier to do and believe what you 
always have done.lt's a lot easier!!! 
I hate preachers myself because many 
I've met were hypocrites. I've gotten 
trouble by saying what I meant and 
meaning what I say. I also hate BS. For 
example, the guy in class who is always 
saying what a great class it was or is while 
he's counting the minutes till it ends; or, 
when someoneoshows you a picture of one 
of his friends or relatives you are expected 
to say how pretty they look even if they 
would look more at home with a flea collar 
on. 
I took CCS classes as an experiment. 
Being BPS all the way and having worked 
outside I know it's a jungle, and I came in 
with as open a mind as possible. I didn't 
always like everything about them but 
they are and were positive "new" ex­
periences. 
To those of y_ou who actually read this ar­
ticle - I'd say take a class in a totally dif­
ferent field if possible - expand your mind 
and have fun. Listen to others' opinions, 
then tell the jerks what's wrong with'them. 
Sorry Babes ... That's The Way It Goes PaMi Toll I 
A specliic disturbance in our society 
today? A question on the syllabus for a 
class. Can I name one? Yes. Here's how it  
goes ! 
Due to these newer democratic trends, 
the equality. and independence that 
women have achieved has caused a social 
imbalance in the working world. 
Qualifications really do not seem to matter 
now, as they never did before. The working 
woman is still considered an outcast in her 
own special way in the world of careers. 
You earned a BA? MA? It doesn't matter 
.•. as far as men are concerned it is only 
BS ! . 
If you are a single, young woman looking 
for a position with a company that offers a 
job with some prestige, a little status, and 
a fairly well paying salary, that's what 
you'll get. Just that, nothing more. A little 
bit or this, and a little bit of that.  Face it, 
men are just not going to let you really get 
ahead! They still insist on controlling with 
the "upper-hand", like they've done 
throughout history. 
They say, if you're single: "we don't 
GSU: Survival for 
the Fittest? 
by Sandra Wal b Obde 
"GSU is' 'Survival of the Fittest'," 
responded a female student. A male coun­
teracted by exclaiming, "GSU is 'off-the­
walls' compared to the school I last at­
tended. "  
A reporter from the INNOVATOR talked 
with 20 persons affiliated with Governors 
State on three different days. This report is 
to be viewed only as a "grass roots" sur­
vey. It is not a research study ; no con­
clusions will be drawn or any recom­
mendations forthcoming. 'All implied 
suggestions emanate from the persons in­
terviewed. 
The question posed was "Do _you think 
GSU is getting too traditional?" In order to 
accurately report the responses, five 
categories were established. The results 
are: 
Yes < O.K. ) 1; Yes < Not O.K.> 13; No 
<O.K.> 3; No <Not O.K.> 2 No Opinion 1 .  
Hardly anyone was able to respond with 
a simple yes or no. All wanted to qualify 
their answers and were allowed to give 
reasons. 
13 out of 20 feel traditional values are en­
veloping their educational experience 
here. One ventured to say that " .. . it's a 
reaction to the concern for financial sup­
port ." Another "feels the pressure" that 
accomPanies traditional grading systems, 
testing procedures and mandatory class 
attendance. The Good Standing Policy was 
cited as a barrier to "working at your own 
pace." 
A student of three years strongly af-
firmed that the promises made to her upon 
enrollment have not been fulfilled. A new 
student said she's questioning the policy 
because of the remarks made by in­
structors. 
The resentment toward parking fees was 
verbalized frequently - no matter what 
the feeling toward traditionalism might 
be. 
Three students who responded "no" 
were comparing GSU to church-sponsored 
liberal arts schools they attended in the 
past. 
Two ·who are not satisfied seem to feel 
that the GSU concept was "too innovative 
to begin with." "There isn't enough 
organization to be traditional," a woman 
said. Better leadership, communication 
and cooperation will lead to better func­
tioning was her rationale. 
The student who's counted as "No 
Opinion" responded, "I have no idea what 
the concepts are. How can I agree or 
disagree? .. ; 
Seven out of the twenty volunteered that 
correct information about this institution 
doesn't reach the student. "Why can't we 
have Counselors as a back-up for faculty 
advisors?" queried a female student. She 
metaphorically charged that Admissions 
and Records is the Bermuda Triangle ! 
Most students who responded requested 
that their names be withheld. This in­
formation will remain confidential. No 
opinions of persons, who wouldn't disclose 
their names to the reporter, have been in­
cluded. 
College Grads May 
Be Underemployed 
in 1985 
Mostly white collar workers will make 
up the work force for the first time by 1985 
- wjth an expected 51.5 percent of the 
labor force compared with the current 48.6 
really think you'll like this job. It's a lot of 
complex traming, and hard work. And 
really. Miss. statistics say that in two 
years you'll probably quit work to get 
married and have kids anyhow. We can't 
afford to invest in you, honey, you're a 
high risk . . .  sorry. "  
I f  you're a middle-aged woman fending 
for !l high paying job they say : "Why don't 
ya stay at home and keep house, take up a 
hobby or something. Do you like to knit? "  
"Listen babes, there's a lot of guys out 
there who ally .need this job, they have 
families to support ! ! !  They < the law > say 
we gotta hire ya because you're a 
"minority" but it's a tough job, with long 
hours, how are you gonna be able to take 
�are of your house and kids?" "Com'mon, 
toots, we both know that you don't really 
want this job that bad. Why would you 
want to work when your husbands' sup­
port'in you anyway?" "Sorry, 1Jabe!l 
that's the way it goes." · 
Democracy? Ha ! Who invented it 
anyhow? 
a man, of course. 
White Incumbent. Hires 
''Negroes'' To Control 
BlaCks 
A multi-member Search Committee to 
Choose ONE BLACK Aldermanic Can­
didate in the 9th Ward was formed �is 
weekend. This coalition was composed ·of 
dissatisfied residents, precinct captain:; 
and other black community persons. The 
Search Committee, after circulating a 
Preference Ballot of perspective black 
candidates, will announce their finding to 
9th Ward residents so that three or more 
black aldermanic candidates will not 
again run and split the powerful black 
vote. 
I� 1975, blacks split their votes, the 
whites voted 93 per cent for the white in­
cumbent even though the Sun-Times and 
most other papers endorsed one of the 
black candidates. 
One precinct captain, explaining he had 
a job and did not want his name mentioned 
said, "the jobs are not issued out on a fair 
basis, blacks have menial jobs, white 
'ghost' precinct captains hold the best jobs 
and do not even live in Chicago." The non­
black Alderman and also Ward Com­
mitteeman chooses non-thinkers, said 
another angry black woman.  "He hires 
Negroes to control the black vote, keep 
registration down and refuses to deal with 
blacks of any integrity or with the guts or 
ability to speak up for what is right." 
All agreed that having a consensus can­
didate, would require having a primary 
election < preference ballot> before the 1979 
primary election and at the same time 
allow the black community of the 9th Ward 
to elect a black representative to represent 
the 85 percent black ward. The Committee 
also agreed that the Aldermanic Election 
in February, 1979 would begin the third 100 
years < tri-centennial> and black political 
impowerment in Chicago. The name 
Wilson Frost was a "turn-off" for this 
group. They expressed contempt, disgust 
and pity for the ALDER-BOYS who sup­
posedly represent predominately black 
wards and who will use Negro6 again to 
try to control black votes for the white 
machine candidate. Covert Racism ! ! 
Just because Wilson Frost is, by color 
and hair grade, one of "us," blacks 
assumed that he is a "black" politician. 
Frost and the Alder-Boys have been 
programmed to do just what he and the 
Alder-Boys did in the City Council on the 
·issue of the Acting Mayor. 
The objective, of the Search Committee 
to choose One Black Aldermanic can­
didate, in the 9th Ward - in 1979, is to sup­
port < financially, through volunteer efforts 
and by not signing another black's 
peti tions > a young innovative and 
progressive man. A black who will one day 
rise up to lead the 9th Ward Ost ) and 
Chicago's black population (later > to 
respectability, liberation and to 'non­
racist' freedom. Many said that they 
would vote lin the primary > for the black 
candidate and !in the general> support the 
candidate that opposed the Racist 
Machine supported candidate. "It's time 
for Blacks to Split the Vote - if we are to 
survive in Chicago." 
Free Concert 
Dear Student 
"A NEW MUSIC" is the title of the GSU Composers Concert on Thursday, March 24, 
1977, at 7 : 30  within the walls of the REcital Hall. To name a few of the performing ar­
tists are: James Boulos on classical guitar;  Rodney on oboe; and Daniel McCarthy on 
trumpet. The featured premiere of solo percussion and tape piece by Dr. Richard Mc­
Creary and performed by Professor Jim Piekarcyzk - faculty percussion instructor. 
Also, there will be a multi-media presentation of tapes, slides and• video' tapes·. 
Everyone is invited to attend this Free Composer!i Concert. 
Sincerely, 
Dr. Richard McCreary 
Norma Allen 
Robert Blue 
Herb Williams 
Suzanne Haig 
Cynthia Budrik 
Rodney·Smith 
INNOVATOR Staff 
Prof. Wm Berry's Journalism 
classes 
And alll!ralerul volunteers 
Zelda Peters 
Nona Cameron 
Chester Gilmore 
Randall Charlton 
Duane Jackson There will be an oversupply of people with doctoral degrees by lsBs. The U,S. 
Labor Department employment projec­
tions for job openings for PhD holders wili 
total about 200,000 between 1974 and 1985. 
About 420,000 people will receive their doc­
toral degree in that period. 
percent. Despite that, for the 13.1 million 1-------------------------------� 
expected college graduates in this period, 
The December Labor Review stated that 
there will be a large difference between 
projected demand and supply and 
suggests that underemployment, with its 
inherent job dissatisfaction, may become 
widespread among PhD's. If students 
become aware of the oversupply ar18lower 
their educational goals this problem could 
be partially corrected. 
only 12.1 million jobs will open up. There 
will be increased competition among well 
educated workers, but "college graduates 
are not expected to experience high levels 
of unemployment," the report stated. 
The problems college gradua tes. will 
face are underemployment and job 
dissatisfaction. The worst effect of the glut 
of C'>llege-educated workers is the com­
petition to those with less education, the 
report noted. 
Publications 
Mar.28-TI 
Apr.ll-77 
Apr.2S-T1 
May t-Tl 
May2S-T1 
Juo-:6-77 
Juae»T1 
P�ge 3 
Publication Schedule 
Dud line 
Mar.�-Tl 
Apr.5-T1 
Apr.1.'17 
May3-T7 
llay17-T1 
May31-117 
J-1�77 
Satire in The Suburbs 
By Suzanne Haig 
Satire is alive and well in the suburbs. At the form of a football play done in slow 
least it was on February 26 when the South motion which revealed the sadism behind 
Suburban YWCA brought "The Best of the moves. 
Second City" to Homewood-Flossmoor The show ends with the cast stoned on 
High School. Turkish poppies going off to find the 
Funk & Wagnalls New Practical Stan- Wizard of Oz. 
dard Dictionary defines "satire" as "the · There it is. Sex, politics, human 
use of sarcasm, irony, or keen wit in relations, religion, fantasy, desire, sheer 
denouncing abuses or follies." Second City craziness-all played by Second City in a 
leaves no section of society untouched. few basic scenes, whether male/female, 
This includes their suburban audience. doctor/patient, priest/parishioner, 
One sequence entitled "Liberal siblings, mother/daughter, freak/straight. 
Challenge" supposedly a T.V. program Each time the cast reassembles in a 
awarding the "Best liberal of the Week" swirl of short subjects. a new situation is 
layed bare the liberal guild trip syndrome. 
set up and satirized and a new emotion is 
released by the audience in laughter. 
Then, as quickly as they appeared, the 
players disperse and a new order is 
created which again is shattered and again 
replaced giving a kalidescope effect with 
ever new creative forms appearing, disap­
pering, appearing. 
Second City players consider themselves 
in the tradition of Aristotle. They entertain 
while they instruct. They slip the message 
in between the laughs. And that's certainly 
the way it was. 
Another, a mock PTA meeting to discuss 
sex education exposed the hypocricy of the 
parents. One short skit dealing with two 
gay llX!n at a bar was performed to 
educate the audience on homosexuality. 
Normalcy vs. insanity was a theme of 
several sequem:es. Male egotism and 
vasectomy was the subject of one skit. In 
this one, the male patients who are sexist 
to the nurse in the waiting room are made 
fools of when they go into the examining 
room of the doctor <who is a woman). 
Another sequence o� male behavior took 
Brotherhood Week 
"Brotherhood Week" was the theme for 
the "Theology for Lunch" session. 
Rev. Elmer Witt, of the GSU Campus 
Ministries Council, led the discussion 
which was based on the origi� of pre­
judices and stereotyping. 
"It's amazing how unaware we are of 
our prejudices," remarked one of the par-
"The New International 
Economic Order: Its 
Anti-Imperialist Aspects" 
"The New International Economic Order: Its Anti-Imperialist Aspects" will be, 
discussed by a Howard University professor at the Third World workshop at Gover­
nors State University Saturday, March 1 9. 
A. W. Singham, professor of political science at Howard, will r�place Robert Allen of 
the University of California at San Francisco. 
Other speakers from education will come from Univers�ty of Chicago, Governors 
State University, Hunter College, illinois State University, ·Univei:'Sity of Illinois 
Chicago circle, City Colleges of New York, Northwestern University, and ·Rutgers 
University. 
Chicago Sun-Times, Department of Health Education and Welfare, Illinois Human 
Relations commission, and Prudential Insurance Company speakers will also be 
heard. 
Education, economics and international policy, economics and polifics, and role of 
the arts will be discussed. 
"New Problems and Dimensions in the 'lbird World'' will be the theme of the 
workshop, to be held by the College of Cultural Studies at GSU Saturday from 8:30 
a.m. to 6:30p.m. and Sunday, March20, from8:30a.m. to 12:45p.m. 
A documentary ftlm, "Africa Lives and Gives," will be shown and there will be a 
third world art exhibition. 
There will be workshop fees. Additional informatiOh may be obtained by 
telephoning 312/534-5000, X2429 or 2530. The workshop may � taken for credit by 
those students who are eligible for admission to GSU. 
Professor Singham bas been invited by the United Natioi\S to undertake a study en­
titled ''New International Economic Order and the Non-Aligned Movement.'' 
He is a citizen of Sri-Lanka and before joining the faculty at Howard University, 
taught at the University of the West Indies in Kingston, Jamaica. He has also taught 
at the University of Manchester in England, and the University of Michigan. · 
ticipants," after Dr. Witt asked the g�oup 
to assemble under one of four signs which 
h e  p o s t e d  o n. t h e  w a l .  
The signs read: "Jewish," "Catholic," 
"Protestant," and "Non-Institutional­
Atheist-Agnostic .. '' 
"Please stand under the sign which least 
describes you," Dr. Witt requested. "Jot 
down all the characteristics which you feel 
characterize the parti,••lar group," he 
continued. 
Some of the characteristics listed and 
discussed were as follows: Jewish: ag­
gressive, extremely business conscious, 
money controllers, family and religiously 
clannish, anti-Christ, highly educated, 
generous, claim to be God's chosen people, 
most persecuted, supportive of all ethnic 
groups and receivers of the Word; 
Catholic: pa terna.listic, clannish, 
hypocritical, fundamentalist, class con­
scious, manipulative, rigid, ethnic­
.conscious, committed, closed-minded and 
exclusive; 
Protestant: Bible-quoters and lovers, 
emotional, Puritannical, social-minded, 
lacking in church attendance, less serious 
about marriage vows and commitments; 
Non-Insti tution,al-Atheist-Agnostic: 
u n t r u s t w o r t h y ,  · militant-a c t i v i s t ,  
dogmatic, self-righteous, materialistic, 
emphasizers of the tempc)ral, �nies the 
spiritual, strugglers, mostly men, wor­
shipers of nature, angry, unwilling to 
listen to religious issues, rationalistic, 
selfish, fleshy, worldly, immoral, hippies, 
intellectual and communistic. 
"Theology for Lunch" sessions are held 
every Wednesday, noon in Room D. 1120. 
Everyone is invited to attend. 
Future topics will include "Communica­
tion with One's Self," "How to Help an 
Alcoholic Who Doesn't WaQt Help," 
"Seven Warning Signals of Cancer," 
"Literature and Religion: What's 
Transcendence?" "Where Our Values 
Come From," "Religion: A Search for 
Meaning," "Women and .Religion," "A­
quinas on Abortion," and "Introducing A 
Liesm:e Revolution." 
Tanzanian Ambassador:· 
The South African ''Problem''. 
The Ambassador to the United States 
from Tanzaia will address the fourth 
World Mfairs conference Saturday, March 
26. 
His Excellency, Paul Bomani, will 
discuss "Southern Mrica: Problems and 
Prospects" at 9:30a.m. 
"Southern Mrica: What's Happening?" 
will feature the annual conference March 
25-26 at the Holiday Inn of South Chicago, 
I-80 and I-294 at Halsted street in Harvey. 
Two other persepctives will be presented 
by a high ranking U.S. government official 
Friday evening on "United States Foreign 
Policy and Southern Mrica," and by the 
Honorable Jeremy B. Shearer, Minister of 
the South African Embassy in Washington, 
D.C., Saturday afternoon from "A View 
from Southern Mrica." 
Open to the public, the two-day program 
will (ocus on the historical, economic, 
social, and political roots of conflict in 
Southern Africa; the international im­
plications of the Southern Mrican situa­
tion; possible strategies for peaceful 
resolution of differences; and American 
foreign policy toward the area. 
Area residents who wish to purchase 
tickets to hear the speakers or attend the 
banquets may contact Dr. Lowell W. 
Culver at Governors State University, 
Lester Schlembach at Moraine Valley 
Communty College, Frank Hurt at Prairie 
State College, Dr. Robert Jack at Thornton 
Community College, or Paul Caponera at 
the University of Illinois office in Hinsdale. 
·His Excellency, Paul Bomani, Am­
bassador to the United States from }an-
zania, came to Washir�gton, D:c. in 1972 
after serving 12 years as minister for com­
merce and industry, minister for ecnomic 
affairs and development planning, 
minister for finance, and minister for 
agriculture and cooperatives. 
He was also Governor of the Interna­
tional Bank for Reconstruction and 
Development (World Bank) for Tanzania. 
In 1976 he received from Johns Hbpkins 
University a master's degree in interna­
tional public policy. He also studied in 
England, Musoma, and Mwanza. Bomani, 
52, was born at lkizu Mission, Musoma, 
and is married with nine chil!ir<>n. 
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What They 
Show at 
the Movie 
Network, a movie that bas received ten 
academy award nominations, is about a 
news anchorman, Howard Beale, who 
breaks down during a broadcast. 
Much to the producers' surprise -and 
delight - his loss of control attracts 
viewers. 
· 
Instead of firing Beale, they create new 
formats for him. 
The audience response skyrockets. 
Suddenly, after a confrontation which 
convinces Beale that his style should 
change, the ratings plunge. The producers 
decide that the only way to recapture their 
standing is to murder him in front of a live 
audience while he's on the air. The movie 
ends with the fulfillment of this plan. 
Paddy Chayefsky, the author of Net­
work, is saying that television will do 
anything to get high ratings - even 
murder. 
Pauline Kael, movie critic for New 
Yorker Magazine, has said that there is 
something "funny" in Chayefsky's rating. 
Other critics have called Network a "fun­
ny" movie. 
But is Chayefsky "ranting"? And is his 
message something to laugh_about? 
Certain "media events" have made Net­
work's statement worth examining. 
In Florida, a female newscaster shot 
herself in the head as television cameras 
rolled. She said, 'as she was about to act, 
"Here is the violence you're looking for." 
Gary Gilmore's execution was so highly 
publicized, his remarks so thoroughly 
recorded, and his face so frequently 
photogaphed that schoolchildren knew 
who he was. 
But how many people thought about the 
issue of capital punishment? How much 
enlightment have we gained on that sub­
ject because of Gary Gilmore's execution? 
A man held a gun to the head of another 
man for thirty minutes in front of televi­
sion earners, while he proclaimed himself 
a "national hero". 
A Chicago Dally New staff writer said, 
"In the end, the media both endangered 
and saved Richard Hall." 
Critics said that the publicity caused An­
thony Kiritsis to prolong his torture .of the 
hostage, Hall. Those who saw value in the 
coreage said that the abductor had wanted 
a public foru�. and if he hadn't received· 
one, he would have killed his captive. 
Does this mean that other people who 
want a "public forum" may imitate what 
they see on television or read about in the 
news? 
Well, possibly. 
Dr. Harold Visotsky, chairman of the 
psychiatry department of Northw(\Stern 
University Medical School has said that 
perpetrators of violence are seeking atten­
tion. 
The media gratifies that desire ... "for a 
moment in the sun." 
. Dr. Visotsky said that the media must 
aske themselves how much space and pro­
minence should be devoted to such events. 
U Network is correct, the media has 
asked itself, and answered, "As much as 
possible, because there's money in it." 
Of course, it's only a movie, and a 
satirical one at that. 
Perhaps, in actuality, the media is simp­
ly doing its job of reporting the news. 
The answer is shaded. 
Nevertheless, violence and the media 
have become closely associated. The 
reasons for it and the results of it �re com­
plex and debatable. 
It is a problem that bears our closest 
scrutiny. 
It is not funny. 
Street Sweeping 
In Chic�go 
Marian Houston 
It has been often proclaimed that when 
you walk the streets of Chicago you are 
tr�ding upon the cleanest streets in the 
natiorr. Litter baskets were once a familiar 
sight on street corners, some years ago 
Chicago won the "Cleanest Ci� Award". 
However, with time comes change and 
much of the enthusiasm of slogans such as, 
"pitch it here" or "help keep Chicago 
Clean" has all but disappeared in the 
debris of neglect. 
Cars once honored the "no parking" 
signs, so important in the street cleaning 
process. 
In shopping areas men once armed with 
broom and pushcart cleaned gutters 
around parked cars. However for the past 
several months dead animals, fluttering 
newspapers, smashed cartons, empty pop 
cans, and other trash litter both sidewalks 
and streets in many areas. 
And what does city hall think or do about 
all this? The Department of Streets and 
Sanitation is located in room 700 of the 
city/county building. The Bureau of 
Equipment, which is responsible 
for cleaning the streets, is down the hall in 
room 702. But though there is a door which 
opens onto the corridor, it is neces!\ary to 
pass by 702 and enter from room 704. 
The Bureau of Equipment comprises 
two rooms, an activity room and an inner 
office. The activity room contains among 
other items eight desks. Six dispatchers all 
present and accounted for, plus, a token 
black, thrown in for color. 
The room, while not lavishly furnished, 
has modern equipment which astounds the 
senses. There are sophisticated machines 
l>f all types. _ 
A U.S. weather machine teletypes in 
weather notices from all over the world. It 
is known immediately where a storm is 
brewing or if one is moving toward 
Chicago, which is zone 12 on the world 
map. 
A map of Chicago covers one wall. It is 
separated into five sections by different 
colors. The five divisions are, Northeast, 
Northwest, Central, South Central and 
South. 
Two red telephones are the "hot lines" to 
all division offices. The dispatchers seem 
to be required to sit and listen on their two­
way radios to conversations between two­
way radios on sweeper trucks and in ward 
yards. Vehicles have been attacked and 
police sent out at once. 
The radios are quite audible and a ward 
supervisor was heard asking why a truck 
was not in its assigned place. The driver 
answered, "I moved to another location."  
There was no  other comment. Everett 
Garrity is supervisor of this 24 hour office. 
Noticeably no women were about, just five 
steps from what seems to be hustle and 
bustle of an enormous clerical staff in 
almost a factory like room. Garrity's of­
fice is small and adequately furnished. 
Another man uses one of the two desks. 
A supervisor was at ease during- the in­
terview and was cooperative until a 
request for a budget came up. "There's no 
budget here," he said in a low voice and 
continued on another subject immediately. 
He did say there are 39,082 linear miles 
of responsibility. Equipment includes an 
unstated number of hand cleaners ( man 
with pushcart and broom ) and 140 street 
sweeping vehicles, which are used to 
maintain the entire city, he said. 
"This is � year round operation," said 
Garrity. "When the snow falls sweepen 
are converted to snow cleaners. Hand 
cleaners are also all-year. They are used 
for cleaning around bus stops." 
The work day begins officially at  3 a.m. 
One main problem cited was about 
parkers. 
"People are against night cleaning," 
said Garrity. "The people want all night 
parking." 
Ideally each ward is swept through. This 
is attempted on a daily basis but varies ac­
cording to ward size, he added. Recalls are 
made and sweepers must clean streets af­
ter fires and parades plus other duties. 
Later Garrity conveniently disappeared 
when he was telephoned and asked to give 
up a copy of the budget. One of the dispat­
chers suggested that the money comes 
from an emergency fund. 
A few days later, a two-hour search by 
car for a street sweeping vehicle proved 
nil. The signs in that particular area 
showed "9 A.M. to 1 P.M. Tuesdays - No 
Parking". Cars were parked and obviously 
had been for some time. They were not 
ticketed. 
Interviews were held with persons who 
reside in different sections of the city to 
determine their thinking on street 
sweepers. 
A member of the 72nd Street Block Club 
in South Shore said, "At our monthly 
meeting last Sunday < 1 1-28) this subject 
came up. The curbs are dirty and no one 
seems to know when they were swept 
last ."  
Another resident of South Shore com­
mented, "The street cleaner? Ha ! You've 
got to be kidding". 
A resident of central Hyde Park said, "I 
very seldom see the street cleaners. I do 
remember seeing crews out after the Bud 
BiJJiken parade, cleaning that area ." 
"If they don't get those cars out of  the 
way they are ticketed," came from a 
Chatham resident. 
The same came from a person who lives 
in the 48th and Drexel area. 
An occasional street cleaning machine 
may be seen far north even in the evening. 
But taxpayers are being bitten, some 
twice, whether or not it is their fault -
money for street sweepers and money for 
parking tickets. 
Perhaps if everyone knew about all that 
modern equipment in room 702 and how 
long it takes a storm in Finland, or South 
Pole, or Rockford, to get to Chicago, they 
would move those cars and let street 
sweeping vehicles do their thing. 
On Dec. 14, a public meeting on the 1977 
Budget was held at 10 :30 a.m. in the Board 
Room of the Sanitary District, 100 E. Erie. 
This quiet room also has a wall map of 
Chicago but it is in brown tones and rather 
elegant. 
There are 66 plush seats to ac­
commodate spectators. A row of eight 
leather seats are for commissioners. 
Although the room is small and acoustics 
are good, a desk mike is stationed at every 
commissioner's seat. There is one on the 
platform for persons who wish to speak. 
Of the 18 spectators present, none ap­
peared to be from the general public. 
There was one black female commissioner 
and two black males in the audience. 
The entire scene seemed to be staged for 
appearance sake only. 
And there, dear Public, go your tax 
dollars. Don't you care? 
A Brazilian Night 
On March 24, 1977 at 4 :00 p.m. ,  Claudio Richerme, a concert pianist from Brazil will 
hold a concert in the GSU Recital Hall. Being sponsored by the Partners of ArroPrica, 
Mr. R1cherme is an exchange student, who is studying at the American Conservatory 
of Music. 
Mr. Richerme performs Brazilian music, which has been written by his fellow coun­
trymen. Holding concerts throughout the Midwest, he has performed in Wisconsm, 
Michigan and Ohio. Please inform any students, who may be interested in Mr. Richer­
me's concert. Admission is free. 
. .  
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Economy 
Motors 
Foreign Car Repair 
Has Moved 
To 
960 Dixie Highway 
Crete 
R.t. 1 
In Yamaha Cycle 
Sales Building 
Stall No. 3 
Call Mike or Rex 
At 672-8308 
Sig n of 
H ope? 
Ron Saucci. 
The Christian community on the college 
campus is either the living-sign and proof 
of the resurrection or it is nothing. Worse 
yet-like individual Christians who do not 
live up to the faith they profess-the com­
munity of believers could actually become 
a countersign helping only to reinforce the 
unbelief of skeptics. 
The Christian community is a sign and 
proof of Christ's resurrection only to the 
extent that the life of its members prac­
tically demonstrates that it is possible to 
overcome human antagonisms and pre­
judices ; that it is possible for human be­
ings to live together without exploiti� one 
another, actually sharing their goods and 
talents while participating in a joint effort 
to create a better world for everyone. 
The ChFistian community on campus 
can be a sign of the resurection. in many 
ways. For example, it supports its 
members in times of anxiety and decision­
making. It is there to release the hidden 
strengths of its members at times when 
they are feeling most insecure and inade­
quate. The Eucharistic gathering offers•an 
excellent opportunity to express and ex­
perience the strength of fellowship; 
sometimes unfortunately there ts no more 
experience of fellowship In Jiturgi�J 
Members of the Christian community on 
campus gather to experitDH the strength of 
fellowship and support adaedlerln times of 
anxiety. 
celebrations hhan there is in going to a 
theatre. 
A second role of the Christian communty 
is to foster leadership in social action pro­
grams. Frequently Christians are no more 
responsive to social action needs on the 
campus than are non-christians. -They fail 
to really understand the Gospel story 
about the Good Samaritan where Je5us hi­
dicates the direct line between social ac­
tion �nd salvation : what is necessary for 
eternal life? . . .  Jove thy neighbor. 
The Christian community in i ts 
Eucharistic eelebrations' and in its ac­
tivities for social justice can be a sign t 
other people of the resurrection, a sign of 
the 'greater posibilities humankind are 
called to by God in Christ. Does your com­
munity do this? Let us hear from .vou. 
Need Tax Information 
An "Alum Tax Fair" will be a t  Governors State University Saturday, March 26. 
Open only to GSU graduates and free of charge, the fair will be spo1_150red by the 
Governors State University Alumni association from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. m the Hlfll of 
Governors. 
Graduates will be offered up to 30 minutes with One of the tax professionals present 
for a question-and-answer session. 
In an announcement sent to graduates they are asked to make advance appoint­
ments by completing and returning a �rm. 
Ann Swartwout of Flossmoor is the alumni vice-president of program. 
Doulgas Ewart 
presents: 
Whistles, Percussion Instrument. 
Bamboo Flute, Pan Pipes, 
Hand Crafted Leather Goods; 
Brief Cases, Wallets, Bags, 
Goods made to Order. 
About the craftsmen 
Ewart has been making Hand Crafted Goods 
for almost Ten years, his goods has been sold 
on a National and International /eve/. 
Douglas Ewart is a/so a fine Musician and Composer. 
He is a member of the (AA CM) the association 
for the Advancement of Creative Musicians, and 
has been for almost a decade. Mr. Ewart is 
available for concerts and workshops in music 
and crafts mentioned above. Ewart can be heard 
with the Fred Anderson Sextet every Saturday, 
12 midnight to 4 a. m. at the Garden, 1529 N. We/It 
Douglas Ewart 
P. O. Box 7987 
Chicago, Ill. 60680 
I f  I were elected President 
"Curb inflation, reduce unemployment, strengthen our defense, cut government 
spending, fund better education, preserve the environment, achieve energy in­
dependence and, above all, restore the American people's faith in our government." 
This ambitious platform belongs to neither the Republican nor the Democratic par­
ty, but to American high school students responding to a bicentennial essay contest 
sponsored by Foster G. McGaw, founder and honorary chairman of the Evanston, 
lllinois-based American Hospital Supply Corporation. 
The contest asked students to write 500 words or Jess on what actions they would 
take if they were president during the nation's 200th anniversary year. 
Achieving energy independence without the use of nuclear power and establishing a 
more workable criminal justice system were the top priorities for 16-year�ld Diane 
Perry of Kansas City, Missouri. 
Diane who took the first prize of fifty shares of stock in American Hospital Supply 
Corporation valued at more than $1700, feels that "Safeguard systems in nuclear 
power plants are extremely inadequate.''  
"Accidents have happened," Diane points out, "and if these had been more 
serious, they would have killed and seriously injured many people.'' 
At the same time, she believes that alternative energy sources, such as solar power, 
can be developed which will lessen United States dependence on foreign oil. 
As far as our criminal justice system is concerned, Diane singles out the major 
problem as being inadequate and unsanitary conditions in our penal facilities, the 
failure of our current rehabilitation system, and press coverage which she feels 
lessens the chance of a fair trial .  
. Energy and the problems of our criminal justice system were focused on by many 
students, but the concern most often expressed by entrants was � lack of govern­
ment credibility. 
Lara June Sedberry, for example, wrote, "We the people need to find a new vitality 
and a renewed faith in our country for the United States to thrive for the next :m 
years." 
Lara, an 18-year�ld from Oreland, Pennsylvania, cites as the major causes of 
public disenchantment, the seemingly never-ending Vietnam War, the Watergate 
scandal, the petroleum shortages, uncontrolled inflation, "and other assorted 
manifestations of mismanagement." 
Ted Campion, 17, of Northridge, California, feels just as strongly about the need for 
renewed faith in our leaders. 
"To regain the stature we once had in the eyes of the w�rld," he said, "we must 
show that as a nation we stand behind our decisions." 
Grand Prairie, Texas, was represented by Gary Dale HaU, also 17, who is con­
cerned that, "The federal government has grown too big and wasteful. "  
" The  budget," Gary said, "must be balanced to restore a sense of-fiscal respon­
sibility to Congress. "  He also called for restructuring of our Social Security and 
welfare programs. 
Contest entrants expressed strong opinions about a wide variety of issues ranging 
from abolishing or restructuring the food stamp program, to guaranteeing .a 
minimum wage, to going back to the farm and setting up a socialist state. 
There was little agreement on military spending, abortion, the equal rights amend­
ment or school busing. Some youths wanted government to control business ; others. 
· want� a more businesslike government. 
Foster McGaw expressed great satisfaction with the results of his bicentennial 
essay contest. "These young people," he said, "are our surest guarantee of a great 
future for America . "  
Appropriate Technology 
for People 
The author of "Small is Beautiful" will 
be featured at a conference, "Live from 
the Midwest : Appropriate for People," 
March 18-20. 
E.F. Schumacher will appear at the con­
ference sponsored by Acorn, Midwest 
Energy Alternatives Network at the 
University of Illinois Chicago Circle cam­
pus. 
Information may be obtained by 
telephoning 312/534-5000, X2486. Registra­
tion begins Friday, March 18, at 4 : 30 p.m. 
Pre-registration fee is $10. 
At the conference will be community 
grops such as religious, labor, public in­
terest, environment, civic, educati6n, 
planning, and government as well as scien­
tists, industrialists, academic humanists, 
and social scientists. 
Sc h u m a c h e r  w r i t e s : 
"I do not say that small is always better 
than big. I say only that we have shaped a 
technology which always and forever 
drives us into giantism . .  But small can be 
beautiful too . . .  and each size in between. 
For every activity there is a certain ap­
propriate scale, and I ask only that we 
restore this balance to our lives." 
The conference wil consist of group ses­
sions, workshops, and inform a tion 
centers. 
Between 50 and 100 exhibitors represeri­
ting community groups, educatorS, 
builders and designers of energy and 
resource technologies, social service agen­
cies and representatives of government 
and business will discuss products, pro­
cess and specific questions. 
There will be the "Friends Mime 
Theater" of Milwaukee and Prof. Dan 
Youngdahl of Governors State University 
with his sonic montage <a musician's 
statement about environmental nose and 
its effect on human life > .  
A resource bank will link people �ethet: 
around their common interests and pro­
vide information at and beyond the con­
ference. 
According to the conference sponsors, 
"Live from the Midwest" will be "about 
people who are helping to guide the_ 
direc­
tions that life in the Midwest, and ultimate­
ly the rest of the world, will take. It's for 
everyone who shares a common conce�n 
that we should evaluate energy usage m 
terms of socially-deprived benefits ; insure 
the availability of satisfying work in de­
cent workplaces ; promote grassroots 
decision-making at the neighborhood and 
community level . "  The conference will 
take these broad environmental issues and 
look at them in terms of practica)J>olicies. 
Jimmy D's Pub 
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LUNCH From 12 noon To 3 P.M. 
All You Can Eat $ 1 .95 
Live Entertainment Six Nights 
9 Til 2 A.M. 
222 Monee Road 
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GSU Students Publishes Paper 
and Produces an Encyclopedia 
Professional activities of Governors State University representatives have mcluded 
publication of a paper and the production of an Encyclopedia Britannica film. 
Daniel Casagrande and Kristine Siefert of the College of Environmental and Ap­
plied Sciences write in Science on the "Origins of Sulfur in Coal :  Importance of the 
Ester Sulfate Content of Peat." 
The paper reports that the sulfur found in coal stems in large part from suHur in­
corporation at the peat-forming stage. Ester sulfate (a carbon-i>xygen-sulfur linkage) 
is a major contributor to the sulfur in peat and thus is an important determiner of the 
quantity and form� of sulfur eventually found ln coal. 
Peter Fenner, also of the College of Environmental and Applied Sciences, col­
laborated in the production of a SOUI¥i fllm on "Erosion and Weatherihg : Looking �t 
the Land." In the earth science environmental studies, the film was produced m 
cooperation with the American Geological institute. ' 
The film's objectives are to investigate the effects of physical and chemical 
weathering on rocks and man-made structures, identify agents of erosion and s�ow 
how they shape and landscape, and describe how various natural formations result 
from the deposition of eroded materials. 
Graduation Dates For GSU 
Students with graduation da tes  of June, 19'71, and August, 19'71, will also be eligible 
to participate in Commencement at Governors State University Jline 4-5. 
These graduation dates are in aJklition to those of August, 1976; December, 1976, 
and April, 19'71, previO\lSly announced. 
Students who have not more than nine units of credit to earn during the May­
August, 19'71, block to complete degree requirements may make written requests to 
• the Dean for permission to participate in the June, 19'71, Commencement. 
Written requests endorsed by the faculty advisor to participate in the .June Com­
mencement must be received by the Dean by May 13. 
This is a one-time policy only for June, 19'71, graduation. 
In the 1978 Commencement, and thereafer, only those students whohave complted 
all degree requirements by the close of the winter trimester (January-April ) will be 
eligible to participate. 
Dates for April, June and August 1977 GraduatiODS 
A )  Deadline for AppUcation for April graduates - March I, 1977 
<Graduation date - April Z7, 1977 ) 
8) DeadUne for submitting work for April graduation-May t, 1977 
C) DeadUne for AppUcation for Jane graduates - May Z, 1977 
(Graduation date - June zt, 1977) 
D) Deadline for submitting work for Jane graduation-July 8, 1177 
E) DeadUne for AppUcations for August graduations - July I, 1977 
<Graduation date - August Z7th, It77) 
F) Deadline for submitting work for August graduation - Sept. 6, 1977 
Theology For Lu nch 
Schedu le For Apri l -
"Theology for Lunch Wednesday series for April at Governors State Urrlve�it.y :  . 
April 6-"Religion : A Search for Meaning," Fr. Joseph Stalzer, Campus· Ministries 
council at GSU. . . . . 
April 13-"Women and Religion," the Rev. Ellen Dohner, Urutanan-Uruversabst 
church, Chicago Heights. 
April 20-"Aquinas on Abortion," William �; director of university .telations, 
GSU. 
April 27-"Introducing a Leisure Revolution," media presentation, the REv. Elmer 
Witt, discussion leader, Campus Ministries council at GSU. . 
The ecumenical Campus Ministries council is sponsor of the '1>nng your own 
brown-bag lunch" sessions from noon to 1 p.m. in the student services confeence 
room, D-1120. 
Public Meetings on 
Vegetable Gardening 
Free public meetings on vegetable gardening will be held at Governors State Univer­
sity two Thursdays, March 24 and 31.  . 
Planning, site selection, plant variety selections, weed and insect control, plant 
feeding, harvesting, and preservation of foods will be discussed from 7 to !t:30 p.m. in · 
the William E. Engbretson community conference center. 
Speakers will be Greg Stack March 24 and David Whitson March 31 . Both are exten­
sion advisors-agriculture of the University cl Dlinois, College of Agricttlture, 
Cooperative Extension service. 
Further information may be obtained by contacting Assitant Dean Cliff Eagleton of 
the College of Human Learning and Develoment at GSU, 312/534-5000, X2355. 
Washington lnterships 
CCPS>-Washington D.C. offers more internships ?pportunities than any other city in 
the nation. That news from the National Center for Public Service Internship Pro­
grams which had just published the Directory of Washington lntt'rn · hips. 
The directory, now available, describes 120 internships and also includes informa­
tion about the Federal College Work Study Program, application and reSUme pro­
cedures and resource information. Categories covered include Arts and Humanities, 
Conservation an!l Environment, Education, Legal Mfars, Women's organizations, In­
ternational Relations, Urban Policy, Social Change, Media and Communications ·and 
Public Policy. 
The Directory is available from the Nati 11 Center for Public Service Internships, 
1735 Eye Street, N.W., Suite 601, Washington, D.C. 20006 and the price is six dollars. 
prepaid, for non-members. 
Alex Haley Will Speak 
At Waukegan East H igh School 
Alex Haley, the author of "Roots," will speak at the Waukegan East High School 
Auditorium, 1011 Washington Street, Waukegan, at 8 :00 p.m. on March 29. The event 
is sponsored by the College of Lake County Intellectual Speakers and Contemporary 
Issues 'Committees. 
TiCkets may be purchased in person at the College (building 1 )  or by' mail. The mail­
ing address is : College of Lake County, Activities Office, c/o Richard Jenkins, 19351 
W. Washington Street, Grayslake, IL 60030. 
Ticket cost is $1 per person. Checks should be made payable to College of Lake 
County and should be accompanied by a stamped, self-addressed envelope. Mail 
orders will be accepted through March 24. 
Ticket sales and seating ae on a first-come, first-served basis. The doors will open 
at 7 : 1 5 p.m. on March 29. 
Other information may be obtained by calling Jenkins at 223�1. Ext. 423. 
Those Educational B lues 
"Competency-Based Education Blues" will be the next subject in the lecture series 
of the College of Human Learning and Development at Governors State.l.Jniv.ersity 
Wednesday, March 16. 
David Ainsworth, director of the Chicago Metropolitan Higher Education council, 
will speak at 2 : 30 p.m. in room 1 102. 
Dr. Ainsworth plans to discuss the implementation of competency-based education 
system at GSU, and examine its usefulness as a tool for determining curricula and for 
bringing precision into the instructional process. . 
Dr. Ainsworth received his Ph.D. in educational technology from Univel'liity of 
Southern California in 1970. He has served as coordinator of instructional dcevelop­
ment in the Instructional Communication center at Governors State Uni,versity and 
university professor of instructional communication in the Colleg of Environmental 
and Applied Sciences. 
Currently, he is on leave of absence from GSU to serve as director of the Chicago 
Metropolitan Higher Education council. 
AI Sampson Former 
GSU Student Host 
PARK FOREST SOUTH, Ill. -Radio host for sermons of the late Dr. Martin Luther 
King is a graduate of Governors State Unviersity. 
The Rev. AI Sampson is pursuing a master's degree in divinity at McCormick 
Theological seminary after receiving a master's in cultural studies at GSU. 
"Moments of Hope at the Listen' Post" is heard daily from 6 to:7 a.m. on station 
WMPP at 1470 on the AM radio dial. 
The Rev. Mr. Sampson was ordained by Dr. King. in 1966, the only minister within 
Dr. King's organization that the leader ever ordained. 
On the radio program The Rev. Mr. Sampson also counsels listeners who phone. 
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Bumper Stickers� 
Sandra Ohde Who Needs 'em? 
Bumper stickers are alive and well. As a 
communication medium, the message is 
"short and sweet. "  Bumper stickers can 
drive you orazy ! 
You're stopped behind a Pinto, waiting 
out a r� light. You read "Honk if you're 
horny." You resist for four miles when as 
you reach to adjust the vent you inad­
vertantly bump the Horn. The person in the 
Pinto turns around and gives you a nod and 
a great big smile. 
Some-other daY. you're drivmg home af­
ter a terrible day. Everything went badly 
and you're questioning your worth. A van 
passes you and you catch the message, 
"Smile, God loves you." It's just what you 
needed and you're grinning away 
-reassessing the. situations. You notice at 
the next stoplight that the people in cars of) 
· both sides are pointing and snickering at 
your solitary laughter. 
You see many political exhortations 
around election time. Most of the time you 
haven't even heard of the candidate 
named on the sticker. But you scratch your 
bead when you see the distinguished gen­
tleman jn the personal luxury car. His 
bumper sticker wants you to vote NO to the 
issue of whether the rabbit should be 
allowed to eat a certain cereal.  
'The Cook County Sheriff'� Office is 
distributing stick� reading "When's the 
last time you hugged your kid?" You think 
that's 'a good idea - fourteen year olds 
aren't 'the most cuddly characters around 
the house. Wi\h the best of intentions you 
come home, ·grab :the teenager of your 
same sex, ·start an affectionate bear-hug 
and �et greeted with, "What are you? A 
pervert?" 
Tpen there's the 'Sticker that appeals to 
the human qu�lity of greed. A radio station 
advertises that if you h<,we its sticker bn 
your car, there's a good <:hance the Q­
truck C a white van )  will award you with a 
prize. It will follow you for thirty miles. 
The other day· while driving south on 
Harle� Avenue' I saw a white van in my 
rear view mll'ror. Why take the chance of 
missing out waS' my response. S� I drove 
into the parking lot of the parking lot of the 
Tinley Park Mental Health Center and 
parked. The white van continued south. 
I considered dropping in for a check-up. 
If a car went by with a sticker saying 
"See your shrink today," I might ba v�. 
Marijuana Therapy Legal ized ! 1 !  \ How you receive Competencies 
CCPS )-Poor old Bob Randall of Washington, D.C. He's got glaucoma, an incurable 
eye disease. One eye is already shot and the other is fading fast. Beyond all this 
misery, Poor Bob is being prosecuted for possession of marijuana . Poor Bob Randall. 
But Uncle Sam isn't going to let him down. Because marijuana has been found to be 
a remarkable new treatment for glaucoma, which ranks as one of the leading cau� 
of blindness in the U.S., the Food and Drug Adminstration has granted Bob permis­
sion to smoke the therapeutic weed, according to Yipster Times. 
Altho11gh the FDA's action sets significant precedent for the therapeutic use of 
grass, life could have been much easier for Bob if he had been a resident of !d�dis�n, 
Wisconsin. On Nov. 2, Yipster reports, two public referendums, one to decnmmahze 
and the other to leglize marijuana use and possession, were passed by the people of 
Madison. 
But don't hop on the bus yet, Gus, because the passage of a public referendum 
doesn't make the law, it only advises the local legislators of the community's desires. 
Talk it Over Amongst 
Yourself 
c CPS> - Do you think you're crazy because you�ve been talking to you:->elf lat�ly? 
According to a new book called The Selves Inside You C Explorabon Institute) 
talking to yourself correnctly may enhance your control of your life as well as your 
mental health. 
. • . . The book's authors, Stewart b. Shapiro of the Um�ers1ty of Cahforma at Santa Bar­
bara and James Elliott of Berkeley, �uggest that �pie identify and get to know their: 
inner voices and then act as moderators in ensuing dialogues. 
"This form of self-talk enables us to become accurate observers of ourselves and 
oth81'S and to begin taking charge of our transactions instead of merely being vic­
timized by them, "  claim the authors. They continue· that "guided self-help ta� can 
distinguish between irrational self-torture coming from old, outworn and map­
propriate morality versus the voices of one's ideals and constructive moral stan­
dards." 
Explorations In Self, 
Culture and Communication 
A course will be offered in Berlin on "Explorations in Self, Culture and Com-
munication" by Governors State University. . The learning module will be offered in conjunction with the International Com­
munication Association Annual conference and the International Congress on Com­
munication Sciences May 28-J'lme 4. 
Tulsi Saral will coordinate. Additional information may be obtained from Dr. Sa�al, 
professor of communication science and assistant dean, College of Human Learning 
and Development, 312/534-5000, X2359. . . . In addition to attending the conference and summanl!ng learmn� outco�es from 
participation, students will be expected to complete a set. of self-mstructtonal ac­tivities and demonstrate mastery of agreed-uPon competenctes. 
Students will be able to : 
- Define the concepts "self," "culture" and "communicatio�." . - Describe personal, socio-psychological and cultural vanables that affect mter-
personal and intra-personal communication. 
- Compare and contrast one's own cultural assumptions about the concepts 
"knowledge" and "consciousness" with those from at least one other culture. 
The module can be taken for three to six units of advanced undergraduate or 
graduate credit. 
Jane Kennedy To Speak 
Jane Kennedy, a Vietnam anti-war activist will speak at Governo�:s �tate Universi­
ty March 23 at 8 :00 pm. in the William E .  Engbretson Community Conference Center. 
Ms. Kennedy is a former assistant director of nursing at Billings Hospital . She has 
served two prison terms since 1971 for convictions related to ber Involvement in anti· 
war action . She is now working on a book detailing her experience in prison and l]er 
concern for prison reform. 
Grow Your Own Food 
H.J. Digshal will be the guest speaker for the South Suburban Ecological and 
Vegetarian Association. His lecture will focus on "Vegetarianism 1s good for life". 
The lecture will take place at Freedom Hall, 410 Lakewood, Park Forest, Ill. on April 
14, at 7 : 15 P.M. Admission is free. 
by Matthew A. Koswenda 
Just a comment on the rapid pace with 
which we students get our "comps". I 'm 
waiting for a Marketing Logistics grade 
since June-August 76. I may get it before I 
graduate in April 77. 
The professors point blame at A&R and 
visa versa. We all know the problems and 
they have no easy solutions. A new data 
processing head isn't the answer and 
abusing A&R people or your prof isn't the 
answer. 
scientific answer. You need to get : three 
hairs of a virgin, a gallon of goat's milk 
l lowfat > ,  threedozen goose eggs, a tube of 
ultra bright, two bottles of prune juice, a 
can of 10W40 motor oil and one pound of 
Polish sausage <smoked l .  
I talked to m y  friend Harold, a computer 
expert with the government, and got the 
Put the items at the base of the computer 
and then chant prayers for an hour. You 
must be clothed in sack cloth and red goose 
sandals. That's simple. Anyone knowing 
where I can get a goat please contact me. 
- Matthew A. Koswenda · BPS/CCS. 
Books will be Available in 
. Bookstore During Registration 
As an added service to students the Bookstore will have text books for the new 
trimester available during registration C May 2 and 3rd, August 30 and 31st ) the 
Bookstore will be open until 8 : 30 p.m. on those days. 
The Bookstore also maintains evening hours until 8:  30 p.m. for two (2)  weeks begin­
ning the first day of classes. 
SAVE NOW 
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Photographs On View 
by Sue Gary 
Paul Schranz, GSU professor of photography, while cataloguing a few of many ac­
tivities taking place in his area this month, acknowl�ged a booming interest in the 
field. 
"Photography appeals to different people for different reasons. 
"The elderly students enjoy it as a form of self expression. 
"Many middle-aged students are interested in photography as a second vocation. 
They're keeping their jobs, but they want to do something additional or something dif­
ferent to supplement their income. 
"The young are job oriented. Self expression plays an important role, .but these 
people are realistic. They know they have to earn a living. 
"A lot of people get into the romance of photography," Schranz continued. "It's 
cool. It's been considered 'cool' since the movie, 'Blowup' came out. 
"But a student can't come into the program and underestimate what has to be done. 
"It requires a hell-of-a-lot of work." 
Nowhere is the result of work in photography more evident than during March at 
GSU. 
From March 5 - March 25, in the Infinity Gallery, the "Illinois Combine Show," 
featlll"i!lg work of Illinois college and university teachers of photography will take 
place. 
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The schools represented are Elgin Community College, Wheaton College, College of 
DuPage, Prairie State, GSU, College of St. Francis and Northern Illinois. 
I 
"There's a little of everything in it," Schranz said. 
"The purpose of the exhibit is to demonstrate to peo "Formerly, only schools in 
the city offered extensive photography programs. 
"Now, there's an alternative. All of these schools are within commutini! distance." 
GSU will be represented in the show by Paul Schranz, Dick Burd, Arnold lillbert, 
and Ron Brubaker. 
From March 26 - April 10, in the Infinity Gallery, there will be an exhibit called 
"California Experience.'' 
Photography from a workshop in Carmel, California, attended by twelve GSU and 
Prairie State students and Schranz will be displayed. 
On the day that "California Experience" opens, (March 26),  there will be an auction 
of photographic prints by GSU students and faculty in the Infinity Gallery. 
The prints that are auctioned will be mounted and archivally processed (which 
means that they won't fade in 175years). 
The auction is sponsored by the Infinity Student Organization and proceeds of the 
benefit will go to the photography department to pay for such things as equipment and 
guest lecturers. 
In addition to work associated with GSU photography classes, from March 25 to 
April l5, the Hall of Governors will be the site of an exhibit ,called "On the" Job in 
Illinois: Then and Now." 
Photographs of people at work in all phases of industry will be shown. 
"On the Job in Illinois : Then and Now,' • is sponsored by the Illinois Labor Historical 
society in collaboration with the Illinois State AFL-CIO. Partial funding comes from 
the Illinois Bicentennial Commission and the Illinois Humanities Council. Labor 
organizations throughout the state contributed matching funds. 
Whether "shooting", looking, or buying, March appears to be the month to be 
"cool" by participating in photographic events at GSU. 
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Review of the Buck 
Owens show 
at GSU 
by Sandra,Walsh Ohde 
Buck Owens and the Buckeroos came, as 
planned, to Governors State University on 
March 4. 
The audience was small for the eight 
o'clock show. <The ten o'clock per­
formance was cancelled . )  But, never 
mind, the reason for that should be 
covered in another article. 
Friday's show was nice, which is about 
the only description appropriate to the 
event. A disc jockey from WBBM <which 
plays country music exclusively > mc'd the 
show in an awkward manner. 
It began with entertainment by the. 
Buckeroos, with the spotlight on a Farrah­
Fawcett look-alike. She did a fairly good 
job but nothing to arouse the audience. 
1Come to think of it, the audience wasn't 
aroused by much the entire 90 minutes. > 
Buck Owens arrived on stage and 
proceeded to tell the audience what a good 
time we were gonna have. He sang some. 
songs, including "Tiger by the Tail" which 
was a hit for him . The audience clapped 
when that began. The entire group turned 
out a decent rendition of the Sons of the 
Pioneers' arrangement of "Cool Water."  
Comedy was presented in the form of. a 
musical skit. Two of the Buckeroos, 
costumed with hats, acted out the way a 
clever Smokey catches a wayward convoy. 
He pretended to be gay, caught them off 
guard and busted them. 
Chuckles were frequently obtained by 
Buck with his child ish g ri m�ces, 
suggestive of his jealousy of the others' 
talents. 
The m os t  i n teres t i n g ,  a l m os t  
phenomenal aspect for this writer was the 
female fiddler with the electric violin. It  
was colored a bright scarlet. She con­
tributed all throughout the show, but was 
finally allowed a solo. Prompted by 
Owens. the audience called for three en­
cores. The final was a superior rendition of 
"Hot Canary." This gal might not have 
enough talent to be a concert violinist, but 
she rates 3 stars above the other talent in 
the ensemble. 
This writer apologizes for the unex­
citing, low-key tone of this review. It's a 
case of not being able to get blood from a 
turnip. All involved in the show, the per­
formers and the audience, came off as 
unexciting and low-key. Maybe it was sup­
posed to be that way. I expected to be 
drawn into it - cry a little at the sad songs, 
clap a little at the happy songs with a quick 
country beat. I guess it was better than 
staying home with the "boob tube" -
was live entertainment, barely. 
We did get to enjoy a delightful frog leg 
dinner afterward at - . The service and 
food were excellent. Ooops !  I 'm sorry. 
That's a restaurant review. Wish I had ac­
cepted that assignment instead. 
. by Sandrot•W,alsb Ohde 
"The student body should know that everything possible was done·by the University 
to insure success of the Buck Owens show," said Douglas Davis. This concert was 
· part of a balanced calendar of activities sugge:;ted by the Activities and Services Ad­
visory Committee. 
As Acting Director of Student Services, Davis assumed the responsibility of coor­
dinating efforts for the March 4 concert. " In January all units involved began to pull 
together," he said without reservation. He cited cooperation from BPO, advisement 
from Dave Reeve in the Theatre section, excellent response from the Business Office. 
Suggestions from the University Advisory Office regarding advertisements were 
heeded. "There is no way I can describe," Davis said, "how hard the stafC here in 
student Services worked for this concert. "  There also were other interested students 
who posted bulletins in areas outside GSU's vicinity. One found herseU tramping 
through ankle-deep horse manure to put up a sign at a stable in the southwest area . 
"There was none of this last minute, hit or miss preparation involved in this venture," 
he elaborated. 
Dismayed, yet not fQrlorn, Davis described the voluminous telephone calls received 
prior to the concert. "Persons called in from P.ekin, Peoria and parts of Indiana . "  He 
felt that the University's mandate to serve the community was being carried out. 
"But our primary responsibility is to serve the studen.ts and we must examine our 
activities,'' he said decisively. About $5000 of students funds are gone, los.t fqrever. He 
spoke of inquiring about recouping this loss to the Business Office. Personnel there, in 
turn,,asked their superiors. The statement given was that the University would a ccept 
the events that have transpired to date. (That means paying $1 0,000 for one i11stead of 
two shows and refunding ticket payments for the ca.ncelled show. ) 
Davis pointed out that he intends to examine the SSAC budget to see if funds cau be 
found to provide activities with wide appeal, such as films and lectures. 
The problems that plagued the Owens concert were etel'nal factors that worked 
against the success of the Owens concert. Many per-Sons are unfamiliar with GSU and 
Park Forest South, as evidenced by the pre-concert' phone calls. The pylon with the 
name is too far from the main access road. There are many myths and miscon; 
ceptions circulating about the University. March 4 was a'lso the night of the finals for 
the Regional Basketball Tournament and the occasion of the largest attendance 
figure ever at ths Auto Show. He promised that these type of problems will be-con­
sidered in future planntog. 
Davis said he intends to instigate another Student Interest Survey. The results Of 
the last one put ente.rtainment low on the Jist. "We will also· take a' close look at the 
personality suggested for booking," he said. "It's very important to choose th� best 
representative of entertainment genres for our purpQSes. Olivia Newton John might 
have drawn a larger crowd than Buck Owens. "  
"Even thQUgti we had full cooperation inte�tlly, no one had full responSibility," he 
exp lained. He suggested that a professional is needed "to ramrod these affairs,-and 
deal with the entertainers and their managers. "  
Davis concluded, "I have t o  accept the fact that the Owens concert did not come off. 
I don't like it--especially, I don't like losing such large quantities of mboey. But fhave 
plans to overcome the obstacles. "  
O n  a n  optimistic note, h e  closed the door : "The �usiness Office and our office's ac­
counting of tickets rna tched to the penny. ' '  
Rock Talk is 
Definitely Different 
Sue Gray 
My son bought records yesterday. 
They're playing right now, and, aside from 
being slightly loud, they're not bad at all. 
We're listening to "Pink Floyd" and The 
Dark Side of the Moon. 
Steven, my son, says someone .once told 
him it was the third best selling album of 
all time. We're both dubious about that. 
One thing about today;s music that's 
confusing is the way the performers iden­
tify themselves. 
"Pink Floyd," for instance, is four 
people - and neither Pink nor Floyd is one 
of them. 
Then there's Tony Orlando and Dawn. 
Tony is one person and Dawn is another. 
Right? 
Wrong. 
"Dawn is two people," Steven tells me 
condescendingly. 
Of course. Everybody knows that. 
One catchy name is "Thin Lizzy." 
"Thin Lizzy" is not a skinny girl. 
It isn't a musical car, either. 
"Thin Lizzy" is four men. One of them is 
from the United States and the other three 
are from Ireland. · Another group that causes a lot of ex� 
citement along rock fanciers is "Wtngs". 
But "Wings" takes on a whole new iden­
tify when Paul McCartney joins them. 
Then, they are "Paul McCartney and 
Wings." Sometimes, Mrs . · McCartney 
joins the group, but I have yet to find out if 
she gets billing. They definitely don't 
rename themselves, "Mr. and Mrs. Paul 
McCartney and Wings." 
That would be much too clear. 
Whatever happened to the song and the 
singer? The "Hit Parade" type of roster. 
that specifically labeled the vocalists and 
associated them with one song or style. 
"W.hat's the ' Hit Parade'? " Steven asks. 
"Well," I slip back into nostalgia. "Do 
you remember Dorothy Collins? "  
H e  looks a t  m e  a s  though he's counting 
my wrinkles and shakes his head. 
He turns on Pictures at pn Exhibition, 
ostensibly by Moussorgsky. 
· But it's really not. It's not, anyway, what 
you'd hear on Thursday night at Orchestra 
Hall. 
It seems that a group, groups, person or 
people named "Emerson, Lake and 
Palmer" are doing this number. 
It resembles the original, but it's 
"modernized" with electronics. 
Sort of like "Switched on Bach," which 
would disturb the master, no doubt, but 
which is actually one of my favorites. 
In an ·effort to speak Steve's language, I 
say.�"I heard on the radio that the Queen is 
coming." 
I expect a reaction to this jewel of in- · 
!ormation. After all, didn't Steven chase 
the Queen to the Chicago Stadium on the 
coldest night of the year? 
Instead, he says, blankly, "Who?" 
"The Queen. The Queen. "  
Communicating with teenagers isn't 
easy. 
"The Queen," I repeat, desperately . .  
"That rock group you went to see on your 
birthday. "  
"Oh." He registers. " It's not THE 
Queen. It's just 'Queen. '  " 
Well, After all, it should be apparent that 
four men, although they're from England, 
wouldn't be THE Queen. 
She probably doesn't even sing. 
11 ADVERTISI N G  SP ECIALTI ES 
ACK N .  BELOSHAPKA 564 Charles Street Lockport ,  ILL. 60441 
AWARDS • PROMOTIONAL ITEMS• EXECUTIVE GIFTS 
• CONVENTION GOODS • CLASS REUNIONS 
IMPRINT YOUR . MESSAGE ON 
DISPOSABLE LIGHTERS • PAPER CLIP HOlDERS 
LEITER OPEIIERS • CONVENTION GIVEAWAYS 
DESK SETS • COASTERS • BIKE FLAGS 
YARD STICKS • RllERS • COFFEE CUPS 
SUII SCRE£MS • POCKET SAYERS • COMBS 
IWELRY • SMALL APPLIANCES • MAIL FILES 
MATCHES • ASH TRAYS • B_.ER STICKERS 
BALLOONS • CARDS • TELE.IJIALS • PENS 
PLAQUES • TROPHIES • BADGES • DECALS 
CALENDARS • KEY CHAINS • PENNANTS 
WALLETS • MUGS • PAPER WEIGHTS 
LITIER BAGS • HATS • BANKS 
ADDRESS BOOKS • BUTTOIIS 
DRINKING GLASSES • ASH TRAYS 
"PICK-A-GIFT" 
-CUSTOM OR STOCK DESIGNS-
********************* ***� j NEED I DEAS CALL i 
� 81 5-838-9597 � 
� (After 4:00 P.M.) � ..................... � .. ·· 
l AM AS 
CLOSE AS 
YOUR PHONE 
I WILL CALL 
WITHOUT 
OBLIGATION 
"Advertising Doesn't Cost h Pays" 
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Office of Co-operative Education Governors State University Park Forest South, I l l inois 60466 
a= The Minority Information Referral Center wiU hold an Employment Conference at 
Ce 770 Lee Street, Des Plaines, IUinois on Wednesday, April 13, 1977. between the hours of 10:00 a.m. and 4 : 00 p.m. The conference offers opportunities for minority persons in 
> professional, management and sales areas. In the event any student or member of the i GSU community would be interested in meeting with 25 different employers expected 
!5 to attend, please obtain a pre-registration form from the Governors State University 
The California State Franchise Tax Board ( Chicago office) is currently recruiting 
for the position of Tax Auditor II. The Tax Auditor II is responsible for direct audits 
and investigations of financial records of persons, banks, and corporations with head­
quarters outside of the State of California which are subject to California State per­
sonal income and corporation tax laws. Requirements: Persons should have func­
tional knowledge in the area of elementary, advanced, and cost tax, auditing pro­
cedures, and business law. Two years or more of college is required. A four part three 
hour examination will be the basis for hiring. Examination will cover accounting, 
auditing procedures, business law, and the analysis of data. Position involves at least 
28 percent of one week out a month traveling in the Midwest. Starting pay is $15, 120 to 
$18,180. Promotional opportunities available after one year to Auditor I l l  at a pay 
level of $18, 1 80 to $21 , 160. The promotional examination will be based on English , 
California state law, and analysis of data and personnel processes. For further in­
formation regarding this position ( # B-Acc-BC-10),  please contact the Placement Of­
fice. 
Placement Office no later than March 26, in order for the form to be forwarded to 
Minority Information Referral Center for registration. 
H.L. T. International Associates, the largest advertising and modeling agency in the 
country, is actively involved in accepting applications for models experienced and in­
experienced, H.L.T. Models are involved in modeling and advertising in television, 
newspapers, magazines, and mail order catalogs. In addition, models are also used 
for showroom, fashion shows, retail modeling, and illustration modeling. If you have 
any interest regarding these services, please obtain a copy of H.L.T. application and 
instructions in the University Placement Office. Deadline is March 31, 1977. 
E-SEC-BC-19 
Physical Education and/or Driver 
Education Teacher and Head Football 
Coach. Beginning 1977-78 IHSA Football 
Season. Must be certified to teach Physical 
Education' and/or Driver Education at the 
Secondary School level in IUinois. 
E-SEC-BC-1 8  
JUNIOR H IGH MATH TEACHER. Must 
have minimum of 18 semester hours In 
subject area and proper State of Illinois 
certification. 
E-SEC-BC-1 7  
SECONDARY TEACHERS TO TEACH 
IN AUSTRALIA-Needed are Speech 
Pathologists, Industrial Arts Teachers, 
Physical Education Teachers, Business 
Teachers, M us ic Teachers ,  H'ome 
Economics Teachers. Requirements are 
stringent. See Placement Office for full 
details. 
E-HE-BC-93 
A D M I SSIONS COUNSELOR and 
MEDIA INSTRUCTOR. Salaries range 
from $10,900 to $ 15,870. Master degree in 
appropriate subject matter field and a 
minimum of three years teaching ex­
perience is preferred. 
E-HE-Bc-94 
INSTRUCTIONAL DEAN ( 1bt-ee Posi­
tions Available ).  Master's degree is 
necessary and a doctorate desirable. 
Twelve month contrllct with 20 days an­
nual vacation. Salary range is $20,000 to 
$26,000. All materials must be on file for 
each candidate to receive consideration by 
AprU 20, 1977. 
E-HE-Bc-95 
VICE PRESIDENT FOR I NSTRUC­
TION. A master's degree is necessary and 
a doctorate desirable. Appropriate course 
work and/or experience in administering 
mstructionai programs is necessary. 
Twelve month contract with 20 days an­
nual vacation. Salar Range: $26,000 to 
$32,000. 
E-HE-BC-96 
INSTRUCTOR. Management, ·Accoun­
ting, Economics. Start August 1, 1977. 
Salary from $9,000 to $10,5410. Masters 
Degree in Business Administration prefer­
red. Deadline to Apply : May 1, 1977. 
E-HE-BC-97 
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, BUSINESS 
PLACEMENT. Beginning July 1, 1977. 
Bachelor's degree and admissible to the 
Indiana University MBA Program .  Salary 
is $18,000 to $11 ,000. "Send resume before 
March 20. 
E-HE-BC-100 
FACULTY POSITION VACANCIES. 
,Ch a irman, Business Ad ministra tion 
Division- MS in Business Administration ; 
Com m unications a nd H u m a n ities, 
Reading Specialist; Health & Life Sciences 
Division, Coord ina tor of Dental 
Laboratory Technology, Coordinator of 
Dental Assistihg ; Physical  Science, 
Mathematics, & Engineering Technology 
Division, Coordinator of Apprenticeship 
and Manufacturing Processes Cur­
riculum ; Social Science and Public Ser­
vice Division, Sociology-Anthopology In­
structor ; Student Services Division, 
Registrar. 
E-OTHER-BC-21 
TEACHERS' AIDES. For students 
working in the area of early childhood or 
elementary education. 
PS-FED-BC-4 
I N S T R U C T O R  O F  LOG I S T I C S  
M A N A G E M E N T / S E C U R I T Y 
ASSISTANCE. BachelOr's degree in a ma­
jor field appropriate to the broak field of 
Logistics Management; e.g. Contract Law 
or Administration, Procurement, Business 
Management, Materials Management, 
Distribution . 
PS-FED-BC-5 
DI RECTOR OF I N STRUCTI O N ,  
GS-301-14. Starting Salary $28,725 per an­
num. Master's degree in a major field ap­
plicable to the broak field of logistics. 
PS-FED-BC� 
INSTRUCTOR OF PRODUCTION AND 
PROC U R E M E N T  MGT/SECURITY 
ASSISTANCE. Bachelors degree in a ma­
jor field appropriate to the production 
aspects of procurement management; 
e.g., management, business administra­
tion, engineering management, industrial 
management or industrial engineering. 
M-PT-JJ-50 
STUDENT INTERNSHIP PROGRAM. 
Internships in international affairs and 
U.S. foreign policy, including such issues 
as international law and organization. 
Monthly wages of $550 plus round trip 
economy airfare, and benefits. 
M-8UM-BC-8 
SUMMER CAMP OPENINGS. Positions 
in counseling, programming, and nursing. 
Also need ktchen and laundry personnel. 
Camp dates are approximately June 15 to 
August 13. Beginning salary for counselors 
is $400 for the eight-week period. This is in 
addition to aU meals, living quarters, and 
laundry services. This is a chance to work 
with the handicapped. 
M-ML-BC-21 
SEVERAL POSITIONS AVAILABLE : 
Technic a l  Support Progra m m e r ;  
Editorial Assistant/ Assistant Editor ; 
Customer Service Clerk ; Assistant Editor; 
Keypunch/ CRT Operator ; General Ac­
counting Clerk. 
E-HE-BC-102 
COUNSELOR. One ye�r appointment 
due to leave of ·absence of staff member. 
Master's degree in counseling preferred. 
Starting August 1977. 
E-HE-BC-103 
COORDINATOR OF FINANCIAL AID 
AND PLACEMENT. Minimum of a 
M a s te r ' s  d eg re e  i n  c ou n s e l i n g ,  
psychology, business management or 
related field required. Starting date July, 
1977. 
E-OTHER-BC-23 
TEACHERS. 1 Second Grade and 1 
Specia l Educa tion-High Sch ool 
Resource room - Cross categorical ser­
vices. Deadline for application April 1 ,  
1977 
B-Sales-BC-9 
SALESPERSON - Appliance sales and 
a utQmotive. Automotive background 
helpful. Up to 40 hours per week. Monday 
thru Saturday. $2.50 to start. 
B-Sec-BC- 1 1  
PAYROOt.. CLERK: 4 0  hours per week. 
Hours are 7 : 30 to 4 :4)9. Salary negotiable. 
Experience in payrqol or bookkeeping is 
required. 
B-Sec-BC-22 
Two vacancies for 1977-78 school year. JR. 
HIGH HOME ECONOMICS TEACHER 
and JR. HIGH INDUSTRIAL ARTS 
TEACHER. 
B-OTHER-BC-1 
C L A I M S  R E P R E S E N T A T I V E  
TRAINEE. The Claims Representative 
Trainee is the most direct contact of a 
policy holder who suffers a loss to his per­
son or property. This position is concerned 
with the investigation, evaluation, and 
disposition of claims in all lines of 
business, by telephone, as assigned. Upon 
receipt of an assignment, the claims 
representative attempts to immediately 
contact the claimant, the insured, 
witnesses, andpersons deemed ap­
propriate. Sta tements are obtained to 
qualify the admissibility or evidence 
before compenstion is adjudicated. A B.A. 
degree is required. $10,000 starting salary, 
based upon reltive experiepce in the �\rea. 
Hartford Insurance Co. will be interview­
ing on campus on March 24. INTERVIEW 
APPOINTMENTS CAN BE OBTAINED 
IN THE UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT OF­
FICE. 
HS-Coun-BC-1 1  
COORDNIATOR OF CLIENT SER­
VICES. Evaluation, counseling and social 
program la'nning experience desired. 
Hours are 8 : 30 to 4 :00. Salary depends on 
experience and background. Work could 
involve weekends. A standard vacation 
period is taken by aU employees at one 
E-HE-Bc-106 
TEACH ING PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
ACTIVITY COURSES. Could include fenc­
ing, self-defense, cross-country skiing and 
other individual and team activities . 
Minimum of master's degree and teaching 
experience. Effective August 25, 1977. All 
applications must � received by April 1 ,  
1977 
E-HE-BC-107 
GENERAL COUNSEL FOR UNIVERSI­
TY. Must have J.D. or equivalent degree 
from ABA-AALS approved law school, ad­
mission to practice in Illinois or eligible for 
admission, and minimum of 3 years work­
ing experience in the legl field. Salary 
range: $25,000 to $35,000. Closing date for 
applications is March 31 ,  1977 
E-OTHER-BC-24 
PRINCIPAL. For the academic pro­
�Q"am of a non-profit residential school for 
boys. Must have a Masters Degree in 
Education, hold the Illinois General Ad­
ministrative Endorsement, have current 
tea ching ex perience, and possess 
knowledge and background in curriculum 
development, staff supervision, and opera­
tion and administration of academic 
facilities. Position available in June 1977. 
. 
Classilieds 
Room for rent in Matteson. Girl prefer­
red 748-8339. 
For Sale 1971 MGB Conv. contact Rufus 
at 995-8002 
Room for rent, young professional or 
student. Male/Female, close to GSU, 
$100.00 per month, 534-5735 
Books for sale : Fundamental Accoun­
ting Principles 7th ed., without workbook 
of study guides and solutions, Pyle and 
White. Industrial Engineering and 
Management. contact Herzog, 481-81 13 
For Sale: . Solid cherry television· 
cabinf>t . Ideal for convertingto home bar. 
speakers still intact. $30.00 
Model 103 Polaroid Camera < like new ) 
complete-with leather carrying case, flash 
attachment, outdoor filter, and timer 
$20.00 
Manning-Bewman broiler-oven $10.00 
Call GSU ext. 2163 and ask for Jean or 
747-o904 after 6:00 p.m. 
Excellent opportunity to work in one of 
several Health care facilities nationwide, 
responsible positions early in career 
leading to administration or clinical nurs­
ing. Opportunities to pursue .grd. studies. 
Good starting salary with rais� to $18,oo0 
within three years, 30 days paid vacation 
yearly- complete medical and dental 
care at qo cost to you. Many other benefits, 
including travel and a chance to do the 
type of nursing you have been tr11ined to 
do. For interview call : Lt. Renata or M. 
Fischer < 312)  657-2234 collect. The Navy­
It's not just a job, it's an Adventure. 
5 Mercury Gran Marquis for sale. Power 
windows, seats, steering, antenna, brakes, 
AM/FM stereo, climate control, tilt wheel, 
and more. $5,000 or best offer. Must sell. 
Call 563-9436 or 534-5000 x 2260. 
FOR SALE 
Park Forest 2 bedroom duplex con­
dominium ; central air,  carpeted 
throughout, finished family room side 
drive, full basement, rustic landscaping. 
$24,000, Phone 747-5528. 
I will do typing in my home. Can do pick-up 
& delivery to GSU only. Contact Ms. Her­
dig, 755-9028. 
Former secretary and statistical typist 
will do private typing and minor editing. 
For information call Donna, 754-5309, after 
1 :30 p.m. 
60 VW sq. bk. for sale. Needs exhaust � 
bumpers. Body & interior in good condi­
tion. $100. Call 563-9436 or 534-5000 x 2260. 
For Sale. 15 ft. aluminum canoe $200. 
Phone 534-5000 ext. 2191 
Need a typist. Please call GSU ext 2293 .or 
748-0820 . If not there leave your phone 
number. 
' 
R E SEAR C H  
Send only one dollar (to cover 
postage) for your copy of our 
latest mail-order catalog of over 
7,000 research papers. 
• Quellty Un•urpe"ed 
• Fe•t, Dependeble se�lc. 
• S,..cltft, Reporll, etc. 
All Motenols Sold 
For Research Au•st•nce Onty 
AuntOAS' RESEARCH SERVICES INC 
407 South Dearborn Street, Suite 600 
Chicago. Illinois 60605 
312-122-0300 
Hemisphere Travel . n:. 
938 P I P E R  L A N E  
W I L LOW PAR K P LAZA 
W H E E L I NG, I L L I NOIS 60090 
( 3 1 2) S4 1 - 7 5 7 5  
LAS PALMAS 
CANARY IS LAN OS 
SPAI N 
S PR I N G  VACATI O N  
APRI L 22-30. 1 977 
8 DAYS - 7  N I G HTS 
sasgoo Contact: Frankie Barnes 534-5000 & 21 42 
• Round Trip jet flights- direct from Chicago 
• In-Flight meal and beverage service while aloft 
• Seven nights at a First-Class Hotel 
• Welcome Sangria Party 
• Continental Breakfast Daily 
• Sightseeing tour of the city of Las Palmas 
FOR RESERVATIONS, CONTACT: 
8 DAYS· 7 NIG HTS 
ALL-INCLUSIVE! -SPAI N 
LOOKING FOR SUN ON A SHOESTRING YOU'RE 
IN LUCK! THIS IS A TRIP TO SAN DY BEACH ES, 
BULLFIG HTS, PAELLA AND PERFECT WEATH ER. 
LAS PALMAS IS THE PLACE · A 
VACATION PARADISE. COME, AND DISCOVER 
TH E EXCITEMENT OF SPAIN AND THE TRANQUILITY 
FOU N D  IN  ONE OF EUROPE'S TOP RESORTS. 
AT THIS PRICE, WHO CAN AFFORD TO STAY HOME? 
A SHOPPER'S PARADISE, LAS PALMAS' 
PRICES ARE SO LOW THAT EVEN DUTY 
FREE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORTS CAN'T 
COMPETE. 
YOUR  LAS PALMAS TOUR  INCLUDES : 
• All Transfers and Baggage handling between Airport and Hotel 
• Taxes and gratuities to Bellmen, Maids and waiters for included service 
• U.S. and Spanish Departure Taxes 
• Services of an Experienced Tour Escort Throughout the Tour 
• A Special hospitality desk at your hotel 
• Optional Excursions and Dinner Plan Available 
11 EMISPHERE TRAVEL 541 ·7575 OR CHICAGO NO. 631 ·1 344 
This Is a NLC-OTC Tour, using Capitol Airways , a U .S .  Certified Supplemental Air Carrier 
$100.00 DEPOSIT REQUIRED I M M EDIATELY - FULL PAYMENT REQUIRED 45 DAYS PRIOR TO DEPARTURE 
II E _______TELEPHOIE 
ADDRESS ________________ --=----
SIGIIITURE 
________________ DATE 
Full refund if cancelled 45 days prior to departure . Deposit non-refundable if cancelled after 45 days prior to departure. 
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